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Stretch Reflex and Golgi Tendon Reflex 

• The spinal cord is responsible for integration of many basic reflexes . 

• The spinal cord gray matter is the integrative area for the cord reflexes. 

 

Keep in mind : 

• Proper control of muscle functions requires: 

1)  Excitation of the muscle ( by spinal cord anterior motor neurons). 

Anterior motor neurons are located in each segment of the anterior horn of the cord gray matter . They 

have two types : 

- Alpha motor neurons: They branch into type A alpha motor nerve fibers . Each alpha motor 

nerve fiber excites a motor unit (several muscle fibers) and innervates the extrafusal muscle fibers. 

 

- Gamma motor neurons: They transmit impulses through smaller type A gamma nerve fibers . 

They supply the intrafusal fibers (small special skeletal muscle fibers that are located in the middle of 

the muscle spindle and they help in controlling the muscle tone). 

 

2) Continuous feedback of sensory information of the muscles’ functional status from each muscle to the 

spinal cord. 

 

To provide this information the muscle and their tendons are supplied by two special types of sensory 

receptors : 

** Golgi tendon organs: 
Site: Located in the muscle tendons 

Function: transmit information about tendon’s tension or the rate of change of 

tension. 

** Muscle spindles: 
Site: Distributed throughout the belly of the muscle. parallel to extrafusal fibers (which constitute the 

muscle bulk) & attached to it or to tendons. 

Function: send information about the muscle’s length or the rate of change in the muscle’s length 

muscle spindle act to maintain muscle length against rupture:- 

-if muscle is stretched>> muscle spindle discharge>> reflex shortening of muscle by contraction to keep 

its length. 

Structure: Each spindle consists of 3-12 Intrafusal muscle fibers that are pointed at their ends. 
 



 

Any muscle stretch must contract for protection (prevent torn by over 

stretching). 

 

 



1. Deep inside the muscle (not superficial like skin), 

monosynaptic= no interneuron. 

2. Annulospiral= fast, flower spray= slow ___ more details will be 

mentioned at the end of this lecture. 



 

 Knee jerk: tapping on the muscle tendon leads to stretching of  
muscle stimulation of the muscle receptor (muscle 
spindle)spindle  
afferents excite the alpha motor neuron muscle contraction. 



 

 

 

 

Each intrafusal fiber consists of :  
1) Central non-contractile area .It has few or no actin or myosin 
filaments, therefore it does not contract. It acts as the receptor area. 
(sensory) 
2) Peripheral contractile parts on either side of the central receptor 

area (motor). 



 

 • Nuclear bag fibres are supplied 
by primary endings, 
Only responsible for the 
dynamic response (Like knee-
jerk)  
• Nuclear chain fibres are 
supplied by both primary and  
secondary endings responsible 
mainly for the static response  
(and to a much lesser extent , 

dynamic response ). 



 

 موضع اسئلة كثيرة



 

 
Sensory Afferent :  
Remember that :  
The Dynamic Response occurs 
mainly when the muscle is 
suddenly stretched.  
The Static Response occurs mainly 

with maintained muscle stretch . 



 

 
Motor effernts :  
Motor supply to the Muscle Spindle is by Gamma Efferents (Motoneurons)  
Function :  
• Gamma Efferents cause contraction of the peripheral ends of the 
intrafusal fiber leading  
to stretching & stimulation of the middle , receptor part of the intrafusal 
fiber  
• This leads to action potentials in the spindle afferents (annulospiral & 
flower-spray ) leading to stimulation of Alpha Motor neuron contraction 
of the extrafusal fibers.  



 



 

 

 

 

  

Stretching extrafusal muscle fibers will lead 
to Stretching of the intrafusal peripheral 
contractile fibers so it will stimulate the 
stretch receptor zone (central) in intrafusal 
fibers ( muscle spindle ) and this will cause 
stimulation of sensory afferent endings 
encircling receptor area.  
-Afferent impulses spinal cord will 
stimulate:  
1- Alpha motor neurons (70%) which send 
impulses to extrafusal ordinary muscle 
fibers, which will lead to muscle contraction.  
2- Gamma motor neurons (30%) which 

send impulses to intrafusal peripheral 

contractile fibers causing contraction of the 

peripheral contractile parts of the intrafusal 

fibers & stretch central receptor zone. 



 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

jendrassik- maneuver: 

If the examiner/ physician is applying the instrument (hammer) on 

the patient’s knee to test his reflex while the patient is observing the 

instrument (hammer) the reflex will not be achieved ( no involuntary , 

rapid movement to the receptor stimulus).Therefore , a technique was 

invented “ Jendrassik Maneuver “ by jendrassik person which can 

distract the patient by stressing on both of his hands and teeth . 



 
 

When muscle is excessively stretched ,it contracts strongly and pulls on the tendon, 

excessive tension iscoveyed/transferred to the tendon ,this stimulates Golgi Organ in the 

tendon it sends afferent impulses via the fast A alpha fibers excitation of inhibitory 

interneuron in spinal cord (secretes glycine – inhibitory neurotransmitter ) 

inhibition of alpha motor neuron muscle relaxation.  

 



 

 

في هذه المحاضرة 034بعمل تيم  ةتم  الاستعان  

خيراجزاهم الله   


